
Centrally Manage Audio, 
Transcripts, and Exhibits

Quickly find and share stored files 
for each case

View Realtime Transcription 
During Depositions

Prep and defend your witnesses or 
take down opposing witnesses

Change the Transcription Game
See accurate realtime 
transcriptions during a 
deposition or meeting

Centrally manage 
audio, transcripts 
and exhibits

Avoid the high cost of 
court reporters with 
a flat fee 

Depo is an AI-driven application that combines realtime transcription and file management for your depositions and 
examinations under oath. It enables litigators and other users to avoid the high cost of court reporters while accurately 
capturing testimony or interviews via audio and speech-to-text transcription. 

Depo uses the most accurate speech-to-text technology on the market to capture speech in real time. This speech recognition 
is the product of advanced neural network models and millions of hours of training data. 

Accelerate Delivery, 
Reduce Cost

Get rough transcripts in minutes 
or final transcripts in 5 days
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Depo slashes the cost of the transcription process further 
by letting users decide whether they want a transcript for 
a given deposition or examination. Full proofreading is 
available for an additional low cost. 

How It Works
Questions and witness testimony are captured via 
microphone. Depo instantly converts audio into text and 
displays the realtime transcript to all participants. 

After the deposition or meeting, download the rough 
transcript within minutes. Choose to use the rough 
transcript or request a final version delivered in five days. 

Users can centrally manage recordings and transcripts 
by case, along with digital exhibits. For a flat fee, they can 
record and automatically transcribe virtually unlimited 
depositions and obtain highly accurate (95% or better) 
rough transcripts within hours. 

Master the Deposition Lifecycle
Leverage Depo in all phases of the deposition lifecycle 
to drive better and faster resolutions. Record mock 
depos and download rough transcripts to better prepare 
witnesses and reduce their stress before they testify. 
Witnesses can reference transcripts to recall points 
raised by counsel. See the transcription as it happens 

live. Access a transcript right after a deposition and 
circulate it to your team. 

• Avoid the high cost of court reporters and get highly 
accurate transcripts (e.g. 95% accurate) within 24 
hours for a flat fee, regardless of length

• View real-time transcription on your laptop during 
the deposition and capture audio of the deposition 
(useful for settlement negotiations)

• Upload case-specific dictionaries to enhance 
transcription accuracy

• Manage audio and transcripts centrally, per case, 
along with digital exhibits

• Order final, human-reviewed transcripts within 5 
days for an incremental fee

About Cloud Court, Inc
 Cloud Court is a LegalTech company formed by litigation
professionals. Our mission is to leverage modern technol-

 ogy to help litigation teams reach their legal goals faster.
 We help our clients win difficult cases as well as cases
 that could go either way. We also help our clients win the
 cases that they should win, only earlier and on better terms.
 Our primary focus is testimony, with a strong emphasis on
 deposition testimony. Learn more at cloudcourtinc.com

In today’s era of volatility, there is no other way but to re-invent. The 
only sustainable advantage you can have over others is agility, that’s it. 
Jeff Bezos, CEO, Amazon“ ”


